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a b s t r a c t 

Integration of data stored in heterogeneous database systems is a very challenging task and it may hide 

several difficulties. As NoSQL databases are growing in popularity, integration of different NoSQL systems 

and interoperability of NoSQL systems with SQL databases become an increasingly important issue. In 

this paper, we propose a novel data integration methodology to query data individually from different 

relational and NoSQL database systems. The suggested solution does not support joins and aggregates 

across data sources; it only collects data from different separated database management systems accord- 

ing to the filtering options and migrates them. The proposed method is based on a metamodel approach 

and it covers the structural, semantic and syntactic heterogeneities of source systems. To introduce the 

applicability of the proposed methodology, we developed a web-based application, which convincingly 

confirms the usefulness of the novel method. 

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Integration of existing information systems is becoming more

nd more inevitable in order to satisfy customer and business

eeds. General data retrieval from different database systems is

 challenging task and has become a widely researched topic

1–7] . In many cases, we need information simultaneously from

ifferent database systems which are separated from each other

e.g. query patient information from separated hospital information

ystems or manage computer-integrated manufacturing). In these

ases, users need homogeneous logical views of data physically

istributed over heterogeneous data sources. These views have to

epresent the collected information as if data were stored in a uni-

orm way. The basic problem originates from the fact, that source

ystems were built separately and the need of information linking

rose later. If the source systems were designed and built irrespec-

ively of each other, then the implemented database schemas and

emantics of data may be significantly different. The main tasks

f general data access are (i) to identify those data elements in

ource systems that match each other and (ii) to formulate such

lobal database access methods that can handle the differences of

he source systems. To solve the problem we need an intermediate
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olution to retrieve data from heterogeneous source systems and

o deliver them to the user. 

There exist a lot of solutions which aim to integrate data from

eparated relational systems into a new one. But the problem is

urther complicated if the source database systems are hetero-

eneous, namely they implement different types of data models

e.g relation data model vs. different non-relational data mod-

ls). While all relational database management systems are based

n the well-known relational data model, NoSQL systems imple-

ent different semistructured data models (column stores, key-

alue stores, document databases, graph databases) [8,9] . As data

odels define how the logical structure of a database is mod-

led, they play a significant role in data access. The aim of this

aper is to suggest a generalized solution to query relational and

on-relational database systems simultaneously. The contribution 

f this work is to present a novel data integration method and

orkflow, which implement data integration of different source

ystems in the way that users do not need any programming skills.

he central element of the proposed method is an intermediate

ata model presented in JSON. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 gives

 brief overview of data integration methods. In Section 3 ,

he main problems of data integration processes are introduced.

ection 4 presents the proposed solution from theoretical aspect

nd in Section 5 we introduce a data integration application which

mplements the proposed method. Finally, Section 6 concludes the

aper. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.is.2017.04.002
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2. Background 

2.1. Data integration methods 

Data integration can be performed on different abstraction lev-

els [10] and according to these levels, the applied techniques can

be grouped as (i) manual integration, (ii) supplying the user with a

common user interface, (iii) developing an integration application,

(iv) using a middleware interface, (v) working out a uniform data

access, (vi) and building a common data storage [11] . The first four

approaches offer simpler solutions, but each has its own signifi-

cant drawbacks. Manual data integration is a very time-consuming

and costly process. An integration application can access various

databases and return the merged result to the user. The main

drawback of this solution is that it can handle only those databases

which are integrated into them and so if the number and type

of source systems increase, the system becomes more and more

complex. In the case of developing common user interfaces, data

is still separately presented and homogenization and integration

of data have to be done by the users [11] . Middlewares - such as

OLE DB or .NET providers, or ODBC and Java Database Connectivity

(JDBC) database access drivers - provide generalized functionalities

to query and manipulate data in different database management

systems, but these systems can not resolve the structural and se-

mantical differences of source databases. 

Building a common data storage and migrating all required in-

formation into a new database provides a more complex solution.

This process is usually performed programmatically and includes

data extraction, transformation, and loading steps (ETL process).

The most important step of the ETL process is the data transfor-

mation, which maps data types and structures from the source sys-

tems into data types and structure of the target system. Currently,

due to the problems of the whole migration process (e.g. diversity

of source storage structures and data types, the problem of data

inconsistency, lack of management strategies), the migration pro-

cess is typically done manually or semi-automatic way [12] . But

above all, the most important drawback of the data migration pro-

cess is that it requires storage capacity and the migrated data set

does not follow the change of the original data in the source sys-

tems automatically. If we want to follow changes of data stored in

the source systems, migration process must be repeated frequently,

and so data migration process becomes very time-consuming and

costly. 

Uniform data access provides a logical integration of data and

eliminates many of the before mentioned disadvantages. In this

case, the required information will not be stored in a target

database, so users and developers do not have to deal with the

issue of the update of data. Furthermore, developers have to deal

only with the extract and transform steps from the ETL process,

because the loading phase is missing. Contrary to the data migra-

tion, in this case only the actually required information is queried

from the source databases, therefore schema matching, namely the

identification of correspondences between input schema objects

can also be performed dynamically. 

The most important problem of uniform data access is the se-

mantic heterogeneity of source systems. Semantic heterogeneity

means differences in meaning and interpretation of data values

from the same domain. The fundamental reason for this differ-

ence is that source systems were developed independently and as

people think differently they model the same thing in different

ways [13] . Naturally, it is impossible to completely define what a

data denotes or means in a database [14] and there is no abso-

lute semantics which is valid for all databases [15] . The problem

of reconciling schema heterogeneity has been a subject of research

for decades, and the proposed solutions are mostly based on on-

tologies and can be performed manually or in a semi-automatic
anner [16] . Such ontology-based data integration methods are

idely used in commerce and e-commerce [17–19] , furthermore

n geospatial information systems [20,21] , web search [22,23] and

n life sciences [3,24,25] as well. 

.2. Data integration solutions 

Generally, data integration methods principally aim to integrate

ata arising from different SQL systems. However, the problem of

ata integration is further complicated by the fact that data can be

tored in different database management systems that implement

ifferent data models (e.g relational database management systems

s. different NoSQL systems). 

As the role of NoSQL systems in recent years has increased sig-

ificantly, demands on data interoperability of NoSQL systems is

lso increased. In the last few years, only a few case studies and

ethodological recommendations were published which aim to

igrate data stored in NoSQL systems (e.g. [26–28] ). In [29] Atzeni

nd his co-authors present a very impressive work, which aims to

ffer a uniform interface called Save Our Systems (SOS), that al-

ows access to data stored in different NoSQL systems (HBase, Re-

is, and MongoDB). The architecture of the proposed system con-

ains a Common Interface, which implements uniform data re-

rieval and manipulation methods, and a Common Data Model,

hich is responsible for managing the translations from the uni-

orm data model to the specific structures of the NoSQL systems.

n this solution, simultaneous data access is implemented instead

f data migration. The main drawback of the proposed method is

hat the expressive power of the implemented methods is limited

xclusively to single objects of NoSQL systems. Furthermore, this

olution does not provide users with data migration (e.g, schema

atching) facilities. 

To our best knowledge, only a few works currently exist to

uery data from NoSQL and relational database systems simulta-

eously. In [30] the Unified Modelset Definition is given, which

rovides a basis to query data from relational database manage-

ent systems (RDBMS) and NoSQL systems. OPEN-PaaS-DataBase

PI (ODBAPI) [31] is a unified REST-based API, which enables the

xecution of CRUD operations on relational and NoSQL data stores.

t provides users with a set of operators to manage different type

f databases, but data migration and JOIN functions are not imple-

ented in this solution. Roijackers and his colleagues [32] present

 framework to seamlessly bridge the gap between SQL and doc-

ment stores. In the proposed method documents are logically in-

orporated into the relational database and querying is performed

ia an extended SQL language. In [33] Ramon Lawrence presents an

rchitecture which allows users to query and join data from both

oSQL and relational SQL systems in a single SQL query. In this

roposed architecture a virtualization layer is built on the top of

he NoSQL system, which allows translating SQL queries to NoSQL

PIs and automatically executes operations. The Partiqle system

upports transactional SQL querying over a specific type of NoSQL

ystems, namely on key-value stores [34] . SQLtoKeyNoSQL is a re-

ently proposed solution, which is a layer to translate relational

chema and SQL commands to an equivalent schema and access

ethods to any key-oriented NoSQL system [35] . In [36] authors

resent a data integration system, in which the target schema cor-

esponds to a standard relational model and the source systems

column stores, document and key/value stores) are mapped into

his target system. For this reason, a mapping language is defined

nd the target schema can be queried with SQL language. 

As it can be seen, published solutions generally aim to translate

QL queries to NoSQL systems, or to convert data from NoSQL sys-

ems into relational databases, or vice versa. As result, relational

ystems and SQL play a significant role in the migration process. 
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SQL ++ [37] is a recently published promising solution, which

mplements a novel semistructured data model, called SQL ++
ata model. This data model is a superset of the relational data

odel and JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). In this novel data

odel, relational tables are expressed as JSON formulas in the

ay that a relational tuple is mapped into a JSON literal. Data

tored in SQL ++ data model can be queried and manipulated

ith SQL ++ query language. The SQL ++ query language inputs

nd outputs SQL ++ data, which can include nested and heteroge-

eous structures as well. Thanks to the configuration options and

he SQL ++ data model, the SQL ++ is able to handle any kind of

BMSs, and the query language of SQL ++ can be morphed into

ther SQL + JSON database languages (e.g. MongoDB, Cassandra CQL,

ouchbase N1QL and AsterixDB AQL). Although SQL ++ is backward

ompatible with SQL (i.e., SQL itself is a subset of SQL ++ ), the re-

ational aspect has no hegemony over the whole system. 

The approach of SQL ++ is very similar to our proposed method

n that sense that both approaches are based on the principle that

SON is a proper choice for mapping different data models into a

ommon one. However, these two approaches are still significantly

ifferent. (1) In SQL ++ source data are first mapped into SQL ++
ata and all data manipulation operations (e.g. data selection, data

ntegration) and the solution of the semantic heterogeneities are

erformed on the mapped data by the use of SQL ++ query lan-

uage. In our solution presented in the following sections, data

election is performed in the source systems using native query

anguages, and then results are mapped into JSON formulas. All

ther data manipulation functions, e.g. data integration of sepa-

ated source systems are executed on JSON literals. (2) While user

equests in SQL ++ are formulated by writing SQL ++ queries, in

ur solution they can be defined by using graphical user inter-

aces. (3) Furthermore, while SQL ++ covers the full functional-

ty of the SQL language, in our solution the implemented features

re not comprehensive. As our aim was to collect data from het-

rogeneous source systems, the proposed method does not deal

ith data aggregation and data grouping. Summarizing, we can say

hat the aims of the mentioned methods are different. SQL ++ de-

nes a complete and very expressive novel data query language

o query data from heterogeneous database systems, but to for-

ulate these queries users must have programming knowledge. In

ur solution users do not need to have any programming skills,

ata queries and semantical matching of data can be performed

n user-friendly screens based on metadata information. 

The contribution of this work is to present a generalized so-

ution to query relational and non-relational database systems si-

ultaneously, without the use of any programming language and

ny data conversion between SQL and NoSQL systems. The pro-

osed data integration method is based on JSON objects and it

llows to resolve both semantic and syntactic heterogeneities of

ource systems. The presented method was experimentally eval-

ated by developing a web-based application which allows users

o query and merge data from different relational database man-

gement systems and MongoDB. The application allows the users

o define the semantic correspondence of the source schemas in a

ser-friendly manner and after this step, any data request can be

asily achieved through user-friendly screens. Although in the cur-

ent version of the application the semantic heterogeneity is re-

olved manually, the proposed methodology is an appropriate ba-

is to support semi-automatic ontology-based semantic matching

s well. 

. Problems of data integration 

During information retrieval from heterogeneous source sys-

ems we have to face three main challenges: (i) resolving the se-

antic heterogeneity of data, (ii) resolving the structural (data
odel) heterogeneity of data and (iii) bridging differences of data

uerying syntaxes. Although, structural heterogeneity may be con-

idered as a special type of semantic heterogeneities, in this article

e want to emphasize the differences between them, so according

o the article [38] we handle them separately. 

Semantic heterogeneity means differences in meaning and in-

erpretation of context from the same domain. Semantic hetero-

eneity in schema level arises from synonyms and homonyms

f attributes [38] . A synonym problem occurs when the same

eal world entity is named differently in different databases, and

omonym problem occurs when different real world objects (e.g.

ntities and attributes) have the same name in different databases

38] . These problems can be solved with the definition of unique

nd unambiguous attribute names, which can be created manually

r semi-automatic manner using ontologies. 

Structural heterogeneity (data model heterogeneity) is arising

rom different modeling approaches and from the use of differ-

nt data models. On one side, in a given type of data model, real-

orld objects can be modeled in different ways. Due to the dif-

erent database design techniques and approaches, database de-

igners may create different schemas for the same data, and it

ay be hard to reconcile these models. Schema matching tries to

dentify related attributes and entities in different schemas and

o define mapping rules between these schemas. For example,

ig. 1 shows different presentations of the same attributes in rela-

ional databases. Both relational models contain almost the same

ttributes (with some semantic heterogeneities) but in the first

odel all attributes are collected into one relation, and in the sec-

nd case, attributes are divided into two relations according to

heir meanings. Both relational models are correct but the applied

chemas are different. Additionally, the second relational model

ontains an extra attribute (DateofBirth) as well, which is not the

art of the first model. 

On the other side, structural heterogeneity is further compli-

ated if data are represented in different data models. NoSQL sys-

ems do not implement the traditional relational data model, and

ccording to the implemented type of the data model they can be

ategorized as key-value stores, column family stores, document

tores and graph databases. 

Based on 2016 popularity rankings, the most popular NoSQL

atabases system is the MongoDB [39] , which is an open-source

ocument-oriented DBMS. The basic unit of document stores is the

ocument. Documents can be modeled as finite sets of key-value

airs in a very flexible way and they are organized into collec-

ions. In a certain collection, the number of fields, the content of

ata, and the size of documents can differ from each other across

ocuments. MongoDB stores documents in a format called BSON,

hich is a binary-encoded serialization of JSON. The document-

riented data model corresponding to the previously mentioned

xample given in JSON is seen in Code 1 . As we can see, the struc-

ure and the presentation of this model substantially differ from

he presented relational models and it may contain semantic het-

rogeneities as well. 

However, data integration is more than just a structural or a

emantic problem. Syntactic heterogeneities have to be faced as

ell. Technically, it is rather easy to connect different relational

BMSs (e.g., via ODBC or JDBC), than connect relational systems

ith NoSQL databases. This problem is arising from the hetero-

eneity of data access methods. On one hand, SQL is a standard-

zed programming language, designed for managing data stored in

elational database management systems. Although there are min-

mal differences between different dialects of SQL languages, these

ifferences are not significant. On the other hand, as NoSQL sys-

ems are based on different data models, they implement different

ccess methods which are not compatible with the SQL language.

lthough NoSQL systems sometimes emphasize that they may
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Fig. 1. Different representations of the same real-world objects in relational models. 

Code 1. Example for document-oriented data model: people collection. 
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support SQL-like query languages, these extensions are not equiv-

alent to the standardized version of SQL. 

Continuing the previous example, if we want to query the name

and the city of customers according to the three schemas we have

to formulate this query differently: 

As we can see, the first two queries are based on the standard

SQL language and these queries differ from each other just because

the applied schemas are different. However, com paring the first

two database queries to the third data access method the substan-

tial difference between them is conspicuous. 

Based on these heterogeneities it can be seen, that data inte-

gration is a challenging task. Our goal is to support data integra-

tion by hiding the specific details and heterogeneities of the var-

ious source systems. The proposed solution described in the next

section is based on a metamodel approach, in a sense that the spe-

cific interfaces and schemas of the source systems are mapped into

a common one. 

4. Resolving the problems of heterogeneities 

In this section, we introduce the theoretical basis of the pro-

posed method to resolve the structural, semantic and syntactic

heterogeneities of source systems. To cover the structural and se-

mantic heterogeneities of source data we suggest to set up general

data models which describe main characteristics and relationships

of source systems. These data models are formulated in JSON. Het-

erogeneities of different access methods are resolved by database

adapters which implement data manipulation functions according

to the language and structure of source systems. 
.1. General schemas: solution for the problem of structural and 

emantic heterogeneities 

Our basic idea is to generate general, data model independent

escriptions, which contain all structural and semantic information

f source database systems. This general data model description

s called as general schema (GS). GSs are described in JSON ob-

ects, because JSON is a language-independent open-standard for-

at, and its self-describing nature allows us to easily describe and

nderstand the main characteristics of schemas. 

General schemas are generated automatically from the database

bjects of the source systems. In the case of relational DBMSs, it

eans, that GSs are generated from tables or views. As NoSQL sys-

ems are based on different data modeling approaches, they imple-

ent different database objects as well. For example, in the case of

ocument-stores the basic database object is the collection, and so,

eneral schemas are generated from collections. 

Each general schema has it own name, which is generated from

he name of the source object (e.g. relation, view, collection). Fur-

hermore, each GS contains the following information regarding its

ource database object: 

• information about the source system : Information about

the source system includes, for example, the name and the

database type of the source DBMS. These data are necessary to

establish the connection to the server and to generate queries

in the appropriate query language. 
• structural description of the database object : Structural de-

scription includes names, data types and constraints of the

elements (e.g. attributes) of the source object (e.g. table).

Furthermore, general schemas define key attribute(s) (or
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object IDs) as well, which is crucial information for joining re-

lated data. 
• semantic mapping of the elements of the database object :

General schemas define an alias for each attribute or element in

the object. These aliases guarantee the consistent name conver-

sion for the elements in GSs. Aliases can be defined manually

but using ontology-based methods, proposed in the literature,

they can also be generated semi-automatically. With the use

of aliases, users can reference attributes without having to in-

clude its containing object (e.g. table) and database. If attributes

(even in different databases) receive the same alias value, they

are considered as semantically identical. 
• relationships of the database object to other database ob-

jects : If the source object of a general schema refers to an-

other object in the source system, then GS generated from the

referencing object contains information about this relationship.

These links allow connecting the related data. 

Continuing the example presented in the previous chapter, a

implified general schema is shown in Code 5 . The presented GS

escribes the ADDRESS relation ( Fig. 1 (b)) in a simplified form. It

an be seen, that the source object (ADDRESS relation) is described

y key-value pairs. The generated GS contains information about

he source database and its type (CONNECTION and TYPE tags),

bout the fields of the relation (FIELDS tag) and describes the keys

f the relation as well (KEYS tag). The alias tag of the FIELD key is

o dissolve the semantic heterogeneity of fields. Determination of

he value of the alias key can be based on a semi-automatic rec-

mmendation or can be specified manually. The value of the NAME

ag, which has to be unique, is generated from the name of the

elation and from the name of the data source. Furthermore, the

resented GS contains some additional information about the char-

cter coding as well (OPTIONS tag), which is necessary to display

ata correctly. The EMBEDDED tag, in this case, is empty because

his tag is used in GSs to describe embedded documents of collec-

ions in document-store systems. Nevertheless, the presented gen-

ral schema is only a simplified version of the complete general

chema. Complete GSs can also contain other additional informa-

ion, for example, information about the conditions of fields. This

dditional information can be presented also in key-value pairs. 

Similar GSs can be automatically generated for other previously

resented objects (CUSTOMER relations, CUSTOMER collection) as

ell. We can easily imagine that these GSs are very similar to each

ther in spite of describing different objects (e.g. relations or col-

ections). 

As it can be seen, this flexible metamodel describes schemas

f the source systems independently from the type of the imple-

ented data model. In our prototype application, we have imple-

ented database adapters for SQL databases and for MongoDB. We

roved in practice, that the principle of the general schema is ap-

licable for different SQL and document-oriented NoSQL systems.

e believe, that schemas of another type of NoSQL systems can

e easily described with general schemas. Data storage logic of

olumn stores (e.g. data are organized into columns) can be eas-

ly described in the FIELD tag of general schemas. To describe the

olumn families of column stores we have to introduce a new key-

alue pair with the key COLUMNFAMILY, which contains lists of

olumn families. In the case of key-value stores, the structure can

e easily represented by a list of key-value pairs in the FIELDS tag.

n the case of graph databases nodes and their attributes can be

epresented in the FIELDS tag of the general schemas, for repre-

enting edges and their attributes we have to introduce a new key

named EDGES). 

We also want to highlight that these general schemas allow

ccessing and identifying the required information independently

rom the name conversions of the source systems. For example,
f we want to query the names and the cities of customers, we

ave to search for general schemas that contain alias values (e.g.

lias = “Name”, or alias = “Zip Code”) for these data. As a result, we

an get to know which systems contain the required information

nd how these data can be achieved (in which tables or collections

hey are stored, what kind of DBMSs store them, etc.). 

.1.1. Joining related data 

In many cases, users want to access data which are stored in

ore than one database objects (e.g, table or collection). Since for

ach object a substantive general schema is generated, we have to

oin these schemas on this higher metamodel level. 

For each data source a G i = (V i , E i ) ( i = 1 , 2 , . . . , N) connectivity

raph can be built, where N is the number of the data sources, V i 

ields the set of nodes in the i th database, and E i denotes the set of

dges in the i th data source. Obviously, for each data source V i =
 GS i 1 , GS i 2 , . . . , GS in i } , where GS ij is the j th general schema gener-

ted from the i th data source, and n i yields the number of general

chemas arising from the i th data source. As general schemas con-

ain information about the connections of the source objects, the

et of edges for a connectivity graph can be derived from the set

f nodes (general schemas). We define all G i connectivity graphs

s undirected graphs, because the relational JOIN operator and the

bject reference between collections are in query languages (SQL,

avaScript) implemented also as symmetric operators. 

These G i graphs provide useful support to join related data. If a

ser wants to query data originating from more than one database

bjects, we have to draw the connectivity graph of the source

ystem and find the proper path connecting the affected general

chemas. These connectivity graphs make it possible that the user

oes not have to know the inner structure of databases, but he just

as to specify what he wants to query. For each source database a

nique connectivity graph is built, so join operations are only per-

ormed within a single database. If there is a need to join data

oming from different source systems, it can be implemented after

he data migration step (see Section 4.3 ). 

Let us see an example. Let us suppose, that customer data

 Fig. 1 (b)) describe data about webshop customers. Customers

an bookmark their favorite products, and if they want to buy

ome products they order them. Fig. 2 shows a possible relational

chema for a simplified webshop. 

From this relational schema five general schemas can be gener-

ted, namely ADDRESS, CUSTOMER, FAVOURITE, ORDER, PRODUCT.

he connectivity graph generated based on the KEY tags of these

eneral schemas is seen in Fig. 3 . 

As we previously mentioned, the proposed data integration ap-

roach provides access to the data through user-friendly interfaces.

ccordingly, the user does not see the database objects, he has

nly knowledge about what data are stored in the databases (e.g.

ame of customers, gender of customers, name of products, etc.).

his knowledge comes from the ALIAS tags of general schemas. As

hey see the semantics of data, they can specify what data they

ould select. 

For example, if a user wants to query the customers’ city and

he name of products’ together, we have to join the related data,

ecause they are not stored in the same database object. Other-

ise, a cartesian product would be created. The problem of link-

ng data can be converted into a path finding problem in the

onnectivity graph. We have to find all paths that connect gen-

ral schemas containing the required information together. In this

ase, we have to define a connection between the ADDRESS and

he PRODUCT general schemas. Considering the presented exam-

le, it can be seen that there are two different paths which con-

ect schemas in question. These paths are: ADDRESS - CUSTOMER

 FAVOURITE - PRODUCT and ADDRESS - CUSTOMER - ORDER -

RODUCT. Both paths describe a real connection between the city
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Fig. 2. Example relational schema for a simplified webshop. 

Fig. 3. Connectivity graph for relational schema in Fig. 2 . 
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of customers and the name of products. The first path determines

what products the customers living in a certain city like, while the

second path defines what products the customers living in a cer-

tain city buy. As both paths define a possible connection between

the data to be queried, the user has to define which relationship is

determinative. This can be done by selecting one of the paths that

are found by the path finding method. 

We have to emphasize, that connectivity graphs for each data

source can be generated automatically based on the information of

general schemas and so linking paths can also be generated with-

out any user intervention. Naturally, if more than one connecting

paths exist, the user has to choose the relevant path from the gen-

erated possibilities to determine the joining strategy. If the proper

path is defined, data can be connected on the DBMS level. 

In this way, general schemas and connectivity graphs con-

structed from source systems can solve the problem of structural

heterogeneity. If data are stored in the source systems in differ-

ent ways, the proposed methodology generates different connectiv-

ity graphs for the source objects and the path finding method (in

some cases with the help of the user) determines the proper link-

ing strategy. This methodology can be applied not only for the re-

lational DBMSs but for NoSQL systems as well. While in relational

DBMSs the primary key - foreign key relations provide informa-

tion about the existing relationships between the schemas, in the

case of MongoDB the references and the embedded documents are

handled as connections. 

4.2. Database adapters: solutions for the problem of syntactic 

heterogeneities 

After solving the problem of structural and semantic hetero-

geneities, the next challenge is to cover the syntax differences of
he source systems. Syntactic heterogeneities can be covered by

eveloping database adapters, which are able to handle different

uery needs and to translate them into different database query

anguages. 

In our proposed approach, these adapters get the query pa-

ameters from a general query function, which describes query

arameters on a higher level, independently of the database lan-

uage. Parameters of the generalized database query are presented

n Code 6 . In this example, the query function is implemented

n JavaScript language. The name of the function determines the

atabase operation and it is called on the database connection

nstance. The first parameter specifies the name of the generic

chema, which is the starting object defined by the path finding

ethod. If the query involves only a single object, this is the name

f the general schema generated from this object (e.g. table). The

econd parameter specifies the query parameters and the third pa-

ameter includes the output parameters of the query (data and er-

or). 

Of course, users do not need to write such query functions, they

an define query parameters on graphical user interfaces using the

lias names of the fields and boolean expressions. 

In the general query function, query parameters are described

n JSON objects. These JSON objects contain the following informa-

ion about the database query: selected attributes, selection con-

itions and ordering aspects of the result. Furthermore, the gen-

rated JSON object also defines the names of the database objects

hich have to be joined. Code 7 presents a simple description for

n example query. This parameter list defines a query that selects

ame, email, postal code and city information of male customers

hose email address contains the ‘mail.co’ regular expression. The

esult is ordered by the names of customers in ascending order. 

Database adapters get this generalized description of the query

nd translate it to different query languages (e.g. MySQL, Mon-

oDB). Syntaxes of resulted queries are similar to the queries see-

ng in Code 2 , Code 3 and in Code 4 . 

.3. Migrating data from different source systems 

When a query in the source system is performed, database

dapters convert results into JSON objects as it can be seen in

ode 8 . 

Let us continue the previous example! If a user wants to col-

ect the previously mentioned information from more than one
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Code 2. SQL query for relational schema 1. 

Code 3. SQL query for relational schema 2. 

Code 4. MongoDB query for Code 1 . 

Code 5. Simplified example for a general schema. 

Code 6. Form of the general query function. 
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ebshops, the proposed methodology results in the same JSON

tructure for each database query, independently form types and

tructures of the source systems. This representation form allows

s in the next step to migrate data arising from different source

ystems easily. This data migration is done by concatenating the

esulted JSON objects. As general schemas store information about
he types of queried data as well, data type conflicts can also be

andled in this phase. 

Finally, the merged data can be converted into any data repre-

entation form (e.g. table, html page). We have to note, that our

im was only to collect and integrate data from different source

ystems, so we have not dealt with data aggregation and data
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Code 7. Example for general query function. 

Code 8. An example result in JSON format. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

grouping functions. If data processing needs such kind of opera-

tions, those have to be implemented after the data migration step.

Furthermore, any other data processing activities (e.g. connecting

related data arising from different source systems) can also be per-

formed on the integrated JSON data. 

4.4. Query processing strategy 

In the previous sections we presented the main theoretical

principles of our data migration methodology. The above-described

building blocks form a coherent system as follows: 

Step 0 As the initialization step, users must define the source

systems (server type, name, authentication parameters

and some other parameters: e.g. character coding). This

can be done on graphical user interfaces. After this ini-
tialization step, the system can communicate with the

source systems. 

Step 1 As the next step, general schemas are generated from

source databases. Then, semantic heterogeneities have

to be resolved in these schemas manually or semi-

automatically. Finally, for each source system a connec-

tivity graph is built based on the metadata information. 

When a query request is received: 

Step 2 General schemas containing the required information are

identified for each source systems. Then, all possible

paths containing these schemas are generated based on

the connectivity graph. If the selected schemas in a

source system do not determine an unambiguous linking

method, then the user has to choose the proper linking

method from the generated possibilities. 
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Table 1 

Number of entities in database objects (tables and collections) 

in different datasets. 

Name of database CUSTOMER ORDER PRODUCT 

Dataset1 10 0,0 0 0 20 0,0 0 0 30 0,0 0 0 

Dataset2 50 0,0 0 0 70 0,0 0 0 30 0,0 0 0 

Dataset3 1,0 0 0,0 0 0 1,40 0,0 0 0 30 0,0 0 0 
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Step 3 Parameters of the query are translated to the general pa-

rameter description form (into a JSON object). 

Step 4 Database adapters translate the generalized query to

query languages of the source systems and call these na-

tive query operations. 

Step 5 The resulting data coming from the source systems are

converted into JSON objects and all data is merged. 

Query result stored in the merged JSON object can be visualized

or users in any suitable form (e.g. in tables, or in csv), or can be

ransmitted for further data processing activities. 

. Experimental results 

To show the applicability of the previously presented method,

e have developed a web application, which we call HybridDB.

he server side is developed in Node.js JavaScript runtime envi-

onment because this platform uses an event-driven, non-blocking

synchronous I/O model. On the server side, we have implemented

he model-view-controller (MVC) architectural pattern. JavaScript

odes on the client side were written in AngularJS framework,

hich is perhaps nowadays the most popular client-side JavaScript

ramework. In the current version of the HybridDB data stored in

ySQL and MongoDB databases can be integrated, but with further

evelopment, any other relational or NoSQL database management

ystems can also easily integrated. 

.1. Architecture of HybridDB 

The architecture of the HybridDB is seen in Fig. 4 . The task

f the Database Layer is to provide full database services over

he source systems. It handles connection parameters of source

ystems, includes the generation and the management of general

chemas, and it executes database operations on the source sys-

ems. To achieve these functionalities the Database Layer contains

he following logical modules: Database Manager (DB Manager),

atabase Adapter (DB Adapter), General Schema Storage (GSS) and

ative Drivers for all implemented DBMS types. 

Path Generator is responsible for generating alternative paths

or database queries which are based on more than one relation

r collection. Path Generator works closely with the Controller,

hich is responsible for the implementation of business logic and

ommunicates with the web client. So, Controller handles requests

oming from the browser and it sends back responses. Further-

ore, this module validates all parameters coming from the client,

nd by the use of the Model component it calls database queries

n database adapters. The Model is responsible for calling database

perations. This module is separated from the Controller in order

o implement the model-view-controller architectural pattern. 

The task of the Database Manager is to manage database con-

ections. When a new database is connected to the HybridDB, this

odule stores the parameters of this new database connection.

evertheless, databases can be deleted from the system, or param-

ters of existing databases can also be modified. 

General schemas are stored in the General Schema Storage.

atabase adapters get descriptions of general schemas from this

odule. 

The main task of a Database Adapter is to communicate with

he appropriate Native Driver and call database queries on the

ource systems. Although in this article we are talking only about

atabase queries, all CRUD operations (create, read, update, delete)

re implemented in this module. These components get informa-

ion from the General Schema Storage and from the Model in order

o formulate the database queries. 

Native Drivers are connected directly to DBMSs and so to the

ource databases. This module executes all database operations
n the source systems and forwards back query results for the

atabase adapters. 

Figs. 5 and 6 show two interfaces of the HybridDB. In Fig. 5 the

chema information window is shown. By using this interface,

sers get information about the fields of the general schemas. For

xample, in this Figure we can see two general schemas ( Favourite,

ustomers ) generated from the webshop-mysql1 database. The

ieces of detailed information of the first five fields of the Cus-

omer GS are shown under the name of the general schema. The

ame and the properties of the fields ( data type, maximal data size,

efault value, primary key, autoincrement property, permission of null

alues, permission of unsigned type, default value ) are retrieved from

he source system automatically. The values of aliases can be de-

ned by the users manually. These aliases are used to resolve the

emantic heterogeneities and to define the data to be selected in

ueries. 

Fig. 6 shows the query window of HybridDB. On the top of

he screen the available source databases are shown ( webshop-

ysql1, webshop-mysql2, webshop-mongo, mysql-benchmark, mongo- 

enchmark ). In the presented case the webshop-mysql1 and the

ebshop-mongo databases are selected from these databases for

uerying data. The database query can be defined by selecting

liases from a list and by defining labels for them. By adding con-

itions to the query, data can be filtered directly in the source sys-

ems. The result of the query is seen on the bottom of the screen.

n each row, we can see which database the information is re-

rieved from. 

.2. Performance tests 

To evaluate the performance of the developed system we exe-

uted runtime tests on HybridDB including MySQL and MongoDB

atabases with different database sizes. All tests were performed

n the following computer configuration: Intel CPU with 4 proces-

or cores (no HyperThreading), 16GB RAM, 640GB HDD with oper-

ting system Ubuntu Gnome Desktop 16.10 x64. Softwares used:

ySQL server 5.7.16 x64 with InnoDB engine, MongoDB server

3.4.0 x64 with WiredTiger engine and Node.js v7.2.0 x64. As Hy-

ridDB processes data in memory, in the case of the largest dataset

e had to increase the memory limit for Node.js to 4096 MB. To

void skewing the result, all tests were performed 20 times and

e present the average results. 

Tests were based on the presented example webshop databases.

he schema of the MySQL database was the same as it is was pre-

ented in Fig. 2 . During the tests, we used only the CUSTOMER,

RDER and PRODUCTS tables. In MongoDB for all tables, a sin-

le collection was created and documents were connected via ref-

rences. Tests were performed on three databases with different

izes, which are summarized in Table 1 . 

On these datasets different database queries were performed.

able 2 summarizes the performed queries. Each query contains

nly a few selected attributes. Three queries contain a constraint

ondition (gender = ‘male’), while the other three queries do not

ontain such condition. Two queries affect only one object in the

ource system, 2 queries affect 2 objects and the last two queries

ffect three objects in the source systems. Resulting data rows in
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Fig. 4. Architecture of HybridDB. 

Fig. 5. The schema information window of the HybridDB. 
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Fig. 6. Query window of the HybridDB. 

Table 2 

Test queries. 

Name of query Selected columns Affected objects Condition 

Query1 Name, Email, Phone CUSTOMER 

Query2 Name, Email, Phone CUSTOMER gender = ‘male’ 

Query3 Name, Email, Phone Date CUSTOMER ORDER 

Query4 Name, Email, Phone Date CUSTOMER ORDER gender = ‘male’ 

Query5 Name, Email, Phone Date Pname, Price CUSTOMER ORDER PRODUCT 

Query6 Name, Email, Phone Date Pname, Price CUSTOMER ORDER PRODUCT gender = ‘male’ 
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ase of Dataset1 according to the order of queries were: 1,0 0 0,0 0 0,

0 0,0 0 0, 1,40 0,0 0 0, 70 0,0 0 0, 1,40 0,0 0 0, and 70 0,0 0 0. 

For each user request, three different times were measured, as

ollows. 

• Entire running time is the complete time of data retrieval in

HybridDB. Time measurement began when the user sent the

request to the HybridDB, and the measurement ended when

the queried data was available in the HybridDB in JSON for-

mat. Accordingly, this time includes the aggregated times of the

following operations: path finding, generating general database

query with parameter description, translating the general query

to the native language of the source system, sending the query

to the source system, performing the query on the source sys-

tem, sending the result back to the HybridDB, and translating

the result into JSON objects. The entire running time does not

include the writing data to disk. 
• The measurement of data retrieval time began when the user

request was sent from the HybridDB to the data source and

ended when the queried data was available in the HybridDB

in JSON format. So, ‘data retrieval time’ includes data transfer

from source systems to the HybridDB as well. Accordingly, this

time contains only the aggregated times of the following op-

erations: sending the query to the source system, performing

the query on the source system, sending the result back to the

HybridDB, and translating the result into JSON objects. 
• Native query time presents the running time of native

database queries. This running time was directly measured on

the source database servers (on MySQL and on MongoDB) and

does not include the time of transferring data. 

Fig. 7 presents the running results of Queries 1–6 performed on

ataset3 stored in MySQL source database. This figure shows that

he differences between “entire running time” and “data retrieval

ime” are less significant than the differences between “data re-

rieval time” and “native query time”. It means, that to find the
roper path, to generate a general database query with parame-

ers and to translate the query to the query language of the se-

ected data source do not require a lot of time. It changes from

.63 s (Query2) to 3.93 s (Query5). The significant proportion of

he difference between the measured running times comes from

ata transfer from the database to the HybridDB and from data

onversion (into JSON). Furthermore, it can be seen, that in the

ase of all six queries the ratio of the three times is similar. This

s due to the fact that queries are executed actually on the source

atabase directly. 

Fig. 8 shows the running results of Queries 1–6 performed on

ataset3 stored in MongoDB source database. As it can be seen,

unning times in these cases are higher than running times in

he case the MySQL source database. The slowdown and the big

ime differences are arising from the fact, that the execution of

he JOIN operations of MongoDB Aggregation Framework on large

ollections gives a bad performance. While in the case of using

ySQL data storage the maximum of the “entire running time”

as 16.61 s, in the case of querying data from MongoDB it was

0.40 s. As it can be seen in Fig. 8 , running the native MongoDB

ueries does not require significant time. It was under 0.15 s for all

ueries. But the transfer of data to the HybridDB needs much more

ime. The specific functions of HybridDB, such as running the path

nding method, generating a general database query with parame-

er description, translating the general query to the native language

f the source system requires negligible time in both cases. In the

ase of MongoDB, this time is between 0.013 s (Query2) and 2.93 s

Query5). 

Once the data gets to the HybridDB, the next step is to merge

he data coming from the different data sources. This process is

one by the concatenation of the resulted JSON structures. This is

 very fast process. The concatenation of 1,0 0 0,0 0 0 entities arising

rom MySQL database with other 1,0 0 0,0 0 0 entities coming from

ongoDB needs 7 ms, while the concatenation of 10 0,0 0 0 entities
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Fig. 7. Running times of Queries 1–6 performed on Dataset3 stored in MySQL source database. 

Fig. 8. Running times of Queries 1–6 performed on Dataset3 stored in MongoDB source database. 
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with other 10 0,0 0 0 entities needs only 1 ms. But we have to high-

light, that the short run times can be realized exclusively in those

cases when data are small enough to fit in memory. 

Overall, we can state, that running times of HybridDB is pri-

marily dependent on the speed of native database queries and the

transfer times of data from data sources to the HybridDB. 

6. Conclusion 

Data integration of heterogeneous database systems raises

many interesting questions. In this paper, we presented a novel

metamodel-based data merging approach, which allows querying

of data from heterogeneous database systems simultaneously. In

the presented method metadata information of source systems are

converted into general schemas, which are represented in JSON ob-

jects. These schemas cover structural and semantic heterogeneities

of source systems. For each source database a connectivity graph

is generated to discover the structure of the database objects in

the source database. The linkage information of the required data

can be generated based on this graph applying a path finding al-

gorithm. Database queries (including all necessary information) are

translated to general parameter description form and from this de-

scription DBMS queries can be generated and performed automat-

ically. Results of database queries are translated to JSON objects,

and finally data merging is done by concatenating separate JSON

files. The result can be represented in any kind of data visualiza-

tion form (tables, csv files, etc.). 
To demonstrate the usefulness of the presented method we

ave developed a sample web-application which is able to han-

le relational (MySQL) and document-store (MongoDB) DBMSs. In

his application, syntactical differences of source systems are also

overed by a database layer which is responsible for generating

atabase operations according to the user requests. Naturally, the

dvantage of the proposed method becomes more apparent when

ew databases of even different types are added to the applica-

ion. In these cases the user can easily define the semantical cor-

espondences between the source databases and he does not need

o know the internal structure of the source databases for being

ble to retrieve data from them. 
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